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Understanding irony worksheet pdf

Irony is about expectations and opposites. I teach students that there are three kinds of irony. Verbal irony is when a character or person says one thing but says the exact opposite. It's more commonly known as sarcasm. Dramatic irony is when a character believes in something and the opposite is true.
The audience knows that the character works under false beliefs. It can lead to funny or tragic situations. Situational irony is when the exact opposite of what is expected to occur. When most people think of irony, they think of situational irony. Of all the concepts in which my students struggle, irony can be
the most challenging. These resources have been useful in my attempts, I hope you too will find use for these. Irony Lesson 1 is a great worksheet to help students practice or review irony. They will read examples of irony and determine which of the three types of irony is used (literal, situational or
dramatic). Then they'll explain their answers. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 5-9. Irony Worksheet 1 is a great worksheet to help students practice or review irony. They will read examples of irony and determine which of the three types of irony is used (literal, situational or dramatic). Then
they'll explain their answers. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 5-9. Irony Worksheet 2 This worksheet includes five additional irony examples. Students read all examples and determine whether they are cases of verbal, situational or dramatic irony and then explain their answers. Suggested
reading level for this text: Grade 4-8. Irony Worksheet 3 This worksheet has six additional practice issues. Students read the passage, determining whether it uses a situational, dramatic or verbal expression. They then explain their answers. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 6-10. Irony
worksheet 4 students need a lot of practice to accurately identify irony. Give them a little more practice with this ironic worksheet. He's bilateral and has five problems. Students read the passages, determine how it's ironic, and explain the irony. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 3-7. Irony
Worksheet 5 Do you need more irony training? You're in luck! Here are six more problems to keep your irony skills sharp. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 4-8. Irony detective activity is a fun irony activity. Students read the crime-related passages, which have something ironic about each one.
Based on the clues in paragraphs, students will determine what kind of irony is used (literal, situational or dramatic). So they'll have their cases by explaining their answers. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 4-8. I hope these ironic worksheets and activities will help you or your students master
irony. Irony is a tricky skill and it's really great to get some extra training with it. When it comes to dramatic irony, the audience knows more than the character. It can be funny or tragic. For more worksheet reading? Working and opinion worksheets All reading worksheets Printing this lesson plan of this
lesson page introduces students to the three types of irony and then builds on that knowledge during multiple sessions. Students watch YouTube videos to categorize information about a graphic organizer, apply the knowledge from these videos to external examples of irony, read short stories that



preococy on the three types of irony, and ultimately demonstrate their ability to apply irony to our modern world. During these five days, students can go from identifying to manipulating skill through the scaffolding provided from the teacher and other resources. Back to the top feature Resources Mode
Irony Video: This YouTube video provides examples of situational irony and explains why coincidence is not irony. Verbal irony video: This YouTube video provides examples of verbal irony and discusses the differences between verbal irony, cynicism and compliments. Dramatic irony video: This
YouTube video provides examples of dramatic irony and discusses dramatic irony as a storytelling device. Ironic lyrics, by Alanis Morissette: Click on the link from right to right through the song's title to the lyrics to Morissette's poem on the artist's official website. Back to the top from theory to practice
irony surrounds 12th graders in their daily lives, making an understanding of what it is and how it works is essential. In his essay on the integration of pop culture into the classroom, Jerome Evans writes that popular culture has an important place in English class - as a bone worthy of learning and as a
means of successfully accessing and learning literature. By including popular culture such as YouTube videos, song lyrics and a performance-accessible task, students can learn the skill of understanding the goal behind irony in a way that deals with their daily interests. By helping students see the
connection between irony and their world, they are able to see not only the value associated with the class that this skill entails, but also the true application of skill. Evans, Jerome. From Cheryl Crowe to Homer Simpson, Literature and Composition: English Journal 93.3 (January 2004): 34-38. Back to the
highest standards NCTE/IRA national standards for english language arts 3. Students implement a wide range of strategies to understand, interpret, evaluate and evaluate texts. They draw on their previous experience, their interactions with other readers and writers, their knowledge of the meaning of
words and other texts, their word recognition strategies, and their understanding of textual features (for example, correspondence with voice letters, sentence structure, context, graphics). 4. Students adapt their use of spoken, written and visual language (e.g., conventions, style, Communicate effectively
with a variety of different audiences and institutes. 6. Students apply knowledge of language structure, language conventions (e.g., spelling and punctuation), media techniques, fidgitious language, and genre to create, criticize, and discuss printed and nonprinting texts. 11. Students participate as
knowledgeable, reflective, creative and critical members of a variety of literacy communities. Back to top resources &amp; materials preparation and technological computers with internet access back to top interactive students grades 3 – 12 | Interactive Student | Writing and publishing broken fairytale
prose the Broken Legends tool encourages students to create their own cracked fairy tales. Back to the leading printouts understanding irony examples of modern irony and ironic insights mission back to leading websites Newsela students use this site to explore modern examples of different types of
irony. Back to pre-preparation: Use a KWL chart, text graffiti activity, or basic quiz to understand your students' understanding of irony. The quiz can be as simple as asking students to define any kind of irony, identify examples of any kind of irony, and explain any previous experience in using or analyzing
irony. Be sure to make enough copies of the Understanding Irony worksheet before you start first class. Ironic examples: Select the lines provided from Alanis Morissette's poem, ironic, or irony examples from texts the students read. Put one example of each of the three ironies on index tabs (one index
card per student). Provide computers to students to access interactive cracked legends and ReadWriteThink.org, as well as on the Newsela website. Back in the top training program the students' goals will identify and define the three types of irony (verbal, situational and dramatic). Cite evidence to
explain the three types of irony and provide examples of any kind. To create connections between irony in literature and irony in the modern world. Cite and explain examples of the three types of irony to demonstrate mastery of the skill. Back to the first session: What is irony? As a pre-estimate,
brainstorming with students to establish a basis for understanding the three types of irony. Show the situational irony, verbal irony and dramatic irony videos, and the philanthropy page of understanding irony. When students watch the three videos, they have to use handouts to take notes on each of the
three types of irony. Among each video, students have Think-Pair-Share or Turn &amp; Talk to discuss examples from the video, answer any questions students have, or compare what students thought they knew about irony with what they learn from the videos. After watching videos, ask students to
identify on a sticky note one question they have about each of the three types of irony. If they don't have a question, tell them to write down one new thing they've learned about irony through Videos. While you look at students' questions, give each student one index card. They have to work independently
to decide what kind of irony is evidence on the index card they were provided, and then write an explanation as to why they know it's this kind of irony. If you use the handouts of Alanis Morissette words and irony examples, make students aware that not all index cards are any kind of irony; Ironic poetry
has examples of ironic situations, while others don't at all. Students find a partner and switch tabs. Do they agree or disagree with their partner's idea? Tell them to write down if they agree on the back of the index card. Repeat this step two or three times so that students can hear from a number of their
peers before making a final decision. Exit Card: Students must submit their tabs. Ask them to encompass the answer they believe is true about the type of irony on the card, and if it differs from their original ad, explain why they believe the response is correct. Back to The Top 2 Session: What the irony of
literature looks like at the beginning of class, differentiate students based on formative assessments conducted at the first meeting. While you work with the group struggling with irony, there are other students working in partners or small groups to brainstorm examples of each of the three types of irony.
As a total class, discuss the work the smaller groups have done. This will help students struggling to see real-world examples of any kind of irony, and along with the small group instruction, it should empower them to feel confident with the task they will begin to accomplish. As a class, read aloud a short
story that employs the three types of irony (such as Shirley Jackson's Lottery, The Barrel of Emontildo by Edgar Allan Poe, Guy de Mufsen's Necklace, O Henry's Occult Gift, or Once Those of Nadine Gordimer). While reading aloud, give students a word of clue they use every time they see an example of
irony in a story (for example, some students shout bingo! or hit a buzzer when they believe they see the author through irony). At the end of class, test understanding by making students choose one kind of irony and evidence to show that kind of irony in the short story. Use this information to assess
which students actually perceive this concept and those who need additional assistance. Back to the top three session: How to apply irony in literature at the beginning of session three, there are students thinking, couple, share about the role of irony in the story you read in Session 2. Through this
discussion, students should be able to analyze the author's purpose and begin to see why writers make use of irony in all their works. The Broken Legend: Present to the students the story of the three little pigs: the wolf's point of view. Explain how this broken legend shows Irony in that we, as readers, are
told the wolf's intentions, whereas originally, we are not. Students have to use the remainder of the class to create their own cracked fairy tale through their choice of the three types of irony. Using the interactive broken legends, make sure students see how changing definition or characterization can also
create irony for readers. Before submitting the broken legend, students must write a short one-paragraph analysis explaining how the irony they incorporated into the broken legend changed the purpose behind the task or changed the reader's perspective on the story. Expand the class time devoted to
completing the project to another session if necessary. Back to the top fourth session: Modern Connections Show the modern essay task by asking students to write an entry in a journal explaining where they see irony in the world around them. Want them to share their responses with partners or small
groups to move on to the connecting mission of modern society. He bombed and explained the task of ironic insights of the day. Students should explore news events on Newsela to determine real-world examples of the three types of irony. This can be done in partners or small groups. Back to recent
extensions is an ironic insights day in which students share one of their news articles that they believe employs irony. By discussing these ironies in our world, students will be able to assess the author's purpose as well as communication intentions. Make a fairy tale on Friday. Students can read the new
versions of their broken fairy tales and discuss (in partners, small groups or class) how their classmates' use of irony changed the meaning of the story and/or its purpose. Back to students' sticky note questions: Questions asked can be used to clarify misconceptions or misunderstandings students may
have about each of the three types of irony. Index card examples: Use the index tabs to help students track their progress toward lesson goals, while designing training for Session 2. Creating a cracked fairy tale: The changes made to the legends and analysis paragraphs provided will both provide insight
into students' understanding of the purpose of using irony. Based on these projects, determine whether there is a certain kind of irony with which students are struggling, whether there are some students who may be behind, or if there are gaps in information that need to be filled. Modern ironic insights
mission: Here, make sure students move beyond basic identification of the types of irony and manage to assess their role in our daily lives. Back to top related resources sea lesson plans 9 – 12 | Lesson Plan | A standard lesson for exploring satire with the Simpsons This lesson uses an example from
popular culture, The Simpsons, as a means to explore the literary technique of satire and analyze satirical work. Back to top strategy K Grades – 12 | Exit Strategy Guide Skater This strategy guide introduces the idea of using class skater exit to help students reflect on what they have learned and express
what or how they think about the new information. Exit easily slips to incorporate classroom writing into the content area and requires students to think critically. Back to best professional library ranks 7 -12 | Professional Library | The Journal from Charl Crowe to Homer Simpson: Literature and
Composition through pop culture high school teacher Jerome Evans makes popular culture an integral part of his courses. By analyzing themes in song lyrics, rhetorical instruments in articles and advertisements, and psychology in contemporary cinema, students improve their skills in critical thinking and
writing. Back to Alanis Morissette's ironic main comments, there's a verbal irony present when the plane passenger says, well, that's not nice. Nice.
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